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TECHNOLOGY-FACILITATED

‘GIVE ACCORDING TO
YOUR ABILITIES, RECEIVE
ACCORDING TO
YOUR NEEDS’
Software, hardware, computer networks, and online content all
require mechanisms to prevent free riding, overuse of common resources,
use of resources without consent, and blocking of resource access.
Information technology, especially the Internet,
facilitates the production, distribution, and consumption of products and services by increasingly
following the principle of “Give according to your
abilities, receive according to your needs,” or
GARN. Users contribute nonmonetary resources
(such as programming skills, computing power,
and network access) to a resource pool and draw
similar resources from it. All this is done in return
for no monetary reward, and giving or receiving
can be at a level of zero; that is, users receive without giving or give without receiving. The GARN
phenomenon is manifest in at least four contexts:

Software. Volunteer-based open-source software
(OSS) initiatives (such as Linux) where code is
created by volunteers and made available to the
public;
Hardware. Organizational, interorganizational,
and organizational/private grid computing initiatives (such as SETI@home, setiathome.berkeley.edu);
Networks. Wireless access points for wireless
devices (primarily in urban areas); and
Content. Asset-based content contribution (such
as P2P file-sharing systems) and knowledgebased content contribution (such as Wikipedia).
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Like other nonexcludable goods, content
lends itself to FREE RIDING.

Here, we compare
enabling better allocation
Nonrival
these contexts using the
and use of computing
Low
High
GARN prism, identify
resources within and
Commons good
Public good
the threats associated Nonexcludable High
among
organizations.
Private good
Collective good
Low
with the GARN pheGrids may be closed (to
nomenon, and discuss
members of a certain
Table 1. Types of
ways to counter the
community) or open (accessible to all); they may also
goods [3].
threats. We provide a
be one-way (contributors lack access to the pooled
unified framework to
resource) or two-way (contributors are also receivers).
phenomena that were previously viewed in isolation. A well-known example of a grid-computing project is
Our aim is to unravel the common thread among SETI@home, a volunteer-based grid comparable to
Internet-facilitated contexts and consequently exam- the strongest computer available today, for searching
ine how lessons from one context may be used in oth- for “extraterrestrial intelligence.” Computing grids
ers. Before exploring specific GARN phenomena, we can be viewed as grids of computers and primarily
turn to the economics literature and present several represent an architectural issue. However, our focus
types of goods, as they are useful in our analysis.
here is the wider issue of grids of computer users and
Goods can be classified into four categories across owners, including their social and organizational
the dimensions of nonexcludability and nonrivalry implications.
(see Table 1) [3]. For example, it is difficult to prevent
Increasing use of wireless broadband computing is
nonexcludable goods (such as public parks) from accompanied by the emergence of wireless commons,
being consumed by nonpayers; a nonrival (or non- whereby participants provide Internet access to other
consumable) good (such as a TV show) can be con- participants through their WLAN access points [2].
sumed without diminishing its availability for future Like computing grids, wireless commons may be
consumption. Unlike physical goods, information either closed or open to all [2]. If the latter, which repgoods (such as software and content) are typically resents a pure GARN mechanism, individuals must
nonrival [11].
not password-protect their access points.
OSS development is a growing phenomenon [12],
Content GARN often manifests itself as contribuevident in the number of users registered at Source- tion of content produced by others (such as media
forge.net (a host for open-source projects, files shared via P2P systems). However, in many P2P
www.sourceforge.net) that increased from around networks, contributing and consuming are techni500,000 in 2003 [6] to more than 1.8 million in cally almost inseparable for users. Therefore, we won’t
2008. A growing variety of software applications are analyze P2P networks here further. A clearer example
developed in the open-source model; more than of content GARN is knowledge-based, self-created
170,000 are registered at Sourceforge. Contributions content, such as Wikipedia, a free online encyclopeare made by individuals independently deciding to dia with 1.4 million entries in English alone, written
donate time and effort to produce software that is and edited by volunteers [7].
freely available to all (a pure GARN) or by software
The GARN mechanism carries with it a number
companies actively supporting OSS development.
of threats that can be categorized using the goods
The availability of high-speed networks allows the typology (see Table 2); these are analyzed in the next
sharing of computer resources via grid computing, sections. Given the common GARN mechanism
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underlying the four contexts, each threat is followed contribution; increasing social validity by demonstratby a discussion of the possible countermeasures, along ing to potential contributors that many people like
with countermeasures used in other contexts that may themselves have benefited from contributions; and
be relevant.
creating contribution ratings by participants who rank
Threat 1. Free riding, or asymmetry between giv- contributors highly (the Slashdot model) [1]. In addiing and receiving. Asymmetry manifests itself as a tion, countermeasures used in the OSS context may
lack of contributed resources for maintaining and be useful, including incentives, such as the opportuimproving the common pool of resources [2].
nity to display one’s abilities and the opportunity to
Contexts. OSS. OSS lends itself to free riding, as no signal status and help others.
contribution is requested in return for the use of freely
Threat 2. Use of others’ resources without their
available resources [12]. Countering the threat knowledge or consent.
involves motivating potential contributors. This can
Contexts. OSS. Because OSS is nonexcludable,
be done by highlighting contributor benefits: learning project hijacking is a potential threat, such as when an
from the expertise of peers in a technical community OSS is packaged with proprietary code in order to
[6, 12]; being able to tailor software to one’s personal take it private [8]. Countermeasures include: adopting
needs [12]; having fun [9]; having the opportunity to software that restricts proprietary appropriation;
signal status [5], potentially enhancing employment encouraging compliance with licensing terms through
prospects [6, 10]; having the opportunity to support normative and legal sanctions; incorporation as a way
self identification [4]; and having the opportunity to to protect individual contributors from liability;
help others.
transferring individual property rights to nonprofit
Computing grids. In two-way grids, asymmetry of corporations; trademarking a project’s brands and
resource contributions
logos; trademarking a
can
be
countered
foundation; and protectNonrival
through
agreements
ing a project’s brand [8].
Low
High
among users to align Nonexcludable High
Computing grids. The
Wireless LAN
OSS, wiki-based content
receipt levels with contrithreat is not significant in
-Commons good
-Public good
bution levels. In one-way
the grid context as long as
Private good
Computing grids
Low
-Collective good
grids, motivation to concontributing computers
tribute is required in
are protected from unauTable 2. Typology of thorized access (excludability). Failure to provide this
order to reduce free ridGARN-facilitated goods.
ing. The literature is limprotection can result in others using their processing
ited on grid contribution
power or storage capacity. Ways to prevent the unwarmotivations, but according to a SETI@home survey, ranted use of resources includes: monitoring traffic;
the main one is “the good of humanity” (59% of building firewalls; and establishing legal agreements
respondents). Other motivations may include the per- among grid parties.
formance of competing contributor groups. MotivaWireless networks. Taking over contributors’ devices
tions revealed in other contexts could also support is a significant threat; access is nonexcludable, making
contribution, including the public display of one’s this commons good susceptible to the “tragedy of the
abilities, the prospect of self identification, and status commons.” This threat can be countered through varsignaling.
ious security products [2]. In closed commons, it can
Wireless networks. Free riding manifests itself when be countered by monitoring the network for banda user password-protects his or her own access point width use and removing devices that continuously
or shuts it down when not using the commons [2]. overuse bandwidth [2].
Here, too, an effort to encourage the motivations disContent. The threat here is the use of knowledgecussed in the other contexts, including the prospect of based content produced without acknowledging the
self-identification and status signaling, helps reduce source. As both knowledge-based content and OSS
free riding.
are public goods, this threat can be countered in ways
Content. Like other nonexcludable goods, content similar to the open-source software tactics identified
lends itself to free riding. To mitigate against the lim- in [8]. For example, Wikipedia is copyrighted, and
itations of online cooperation and collective action, proprietary appropriation is prohibited; Wikipedia is
online networks require ongoing interaction, identity incorporated, and its contributors are protected from
persistence, and knowledge of previous interactions liability; individual property rights are transferred to a
[5]. Other potential countermeasures discussed in the nonprofit foundation; and the Wikipedia brand is
literature include: making people publicly commit to trademarked.
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Computing
Content
Threat 3. Overuse of
OSS
grids (users)
WLAN
resources. Also referred to as
Increase motivation Increase motivation: Increase
Make people publicly
“overgrazing” in the literature [2] Giving/
receiving
benefits for contributors:
public display of
motivation: self
commit to contribution,
asymmetry
learning,
become
lead
users,
abilities,
the
identification,
increase social validity,
or free riding, it involves overuse
tailor software to needs, fun,
prospect of self
status signaling
create contribution
signal status, signal ability,
identification, and
rating by other
without concern for the harm it
support self identification,
status signaling
participants; increase
causes others [10].
help others
motivation: display
abilities, signal status,
Contexts. OSS. The overuse of
help others.
resources is not a significant Use of others’ Adopt software that restricts Monitor traffic,
Use security
Prohibit proprietary
such proprietary appropriation, firewall, establish
products, monitor appropriation,
threat to OSS; software, like resources
without
encourage compliance with
legal agreements
the network for
incorporate as a way
between parties
bandwidth usage,
to protect individual
many other information goods, is knowledge or licensing terms through
consent
normative and legal sanctions, involved in the grid and remove
contributors, transfer
nonrival, and the cost of producincorporate as a way to
devices that
property rights to
protect individual contributors,
overuse bandwidth nonprofit corporations
ing an additional unit of existing
transfer property rights to
trademark brands and
nonprofit corporations;
logos, trademark a
software is negligible.
trademark brands and logos,
foundation; protect
trademark a foundation;,
brand
Computing grids. In the case of
protect brand
two-way grids, the potential
Overuse of
Contribute only
Limit the number
Not relevant
Not relevant
threat of overuse depends on resources
when resources
of receivers, limit
are idle
access to the
agreements among the particiresource for a
certain period
pants. In many cases, this threat is
Preventing
Oversight
Oversight body
Not
relevant
Not relevant
resolved by allowing a contribu- others from
body to monitor
to monitor and
tion only when the contributor using
and periodically
analyze user
analyze user
complaints and
computers are idle at the time of resources
complaints
removes offenders
from the commons
the contribution (so the resource
a
Review before release
Vaccinate own
Not relevant
Use “change history”
becomes a nonrival good). In the Damaging
particular
devices, avoid use
function to restore
of hotspots with
content. use alerts
case of one-way grids, the threat resource
nonstandard
to monitor content
of overuse is mitigated against in
equipment,
changes, block user
quarantine infected accounts, anonymous
a similar way, as resources are usudevices, examine
IP addresses, and
new access points IP ranges
ally contributed only when the
computer is idle.
Table 3. Threats and
Wireless networks. Here, the
ing devices have more available bandwidth. It can be
countermeasures.
threat is significant, as wireless
countered by assigning an oversight body to monitor
access is rival and nonexcludable;
and analyze user complaints, identify offenders, and
overuse of resources could result in their insufficient remove the offender from the commons [2]. Howavailability. Potential countermeasures include limit- ever, this method is possible only in closed commons
ing the number of benefiting devices based on where excludability is possible.
resource availability and limiting access to the
Content. As in OSS, this is not a major threat for
resource for a certain period [2].
content assets, as a content asset is a nonrival good.
Content. In the case of knowledge contribution via
Threat 5: Damaging resources.
Wikipedia and Wikipedia-like initiatives, the threat
Contexts OSS. Damage to resources is not a signifof overuse is low, as content, like software, is also a icant threat in the case of OSS, as software is reviewed
nonrival good.
and quality-controlled before it is released. Thus, the
Threat 4. Preventing others from using resources threat associated with nonexcludability is averted.
in order to increase one’s own availability of
Computing grids. This is not a significant threat,
resources.
due mainly to agreements among parties involved in
Contexts. OSS. The threat of preventing others computing grids and the ability to monitor members’
from using resources is not significant, as code is a behavior.
nonrival good; preventing others’ use of the resource
Wireless networks. As open commons are nonexprovides little value.
cludable, this threat manifests itself in terms of someComputing grids. The threat of being blocked from one adding a device with viruses to wireless commons
access is not significant in grids. However, a counter- or adding a device or access point that does not commeasure would be like the one suggested in the case ply with 802.11X standards, possibly disrupting sigof wireless networks: having the oversight body mon- nals [2]. Ways to counter this threat in open
itor and periodically analyze user complaints.
commons include regularly vaccinating one’s devices
Wireless networks. This threat manifests itself in the and avoiding the use of hotspots with nonstandard
prevention of others’ device operations so the remain- equipment. In closed commons, one should quaran-
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The type of good largely determines the type and LEVEL OF
VULNERABILITY to the threats associated with GARN.
tine infected devices and examine new access points
for usability and standard compliance [2].
Content. Vandalism and corruption of files is relatively easy, as these are nonexcludable goods. A useful
countermeasure against potential vandalism in
Wikipedia is the “change history” function, which
makes it easy to restore content. Moreover, the platform alerts users whenever a specific page is changed.
In addition, potential vandalism stemming from differences over content may be thwarted by the fact that
it is easy to create a new entry. In severe cases of vandalism, Wikipedia is able to block user accounts,
anonymous IP addresses, and IP ranges (see Table 3).
CONCLUSION

The type of good largely determines the type and
level of vulnerability to the threats associated with
GARN. Volunteer-based OSS and knowledge-based
content—both public goods—are susceptible to free
riding, which in turn may be a major threat to their
existence. However, being nonrival, software and
content are not susceptible to threats stemming from
nonexcludability. Computing grids are more easily
protected from free riding due to their excludability
and the agreements among participants in two-way
grids. Motivational issues may help mitigate the
associated threats. Wireless networks—another
example of a common good—are susceptible to the
threat of free riding.
The GARN phenomenon has implications for
both business and policy making. One way for companies to take advantage of the GARN phenomenon
is to operate as intermediaries between givers and
receivers; for example, a company may create an
exchange for such resources as content, network
access, or computing power. Other potential ways to
capitalize on GARN may be for companies to contribute resources and use this contribution as a vehicle
for marketing (such as contributing network access
and using it to display the company’s logo and other
messages).
In terms of policy making, GARN seems to offer a
more efficient use of resources, allowing better access to
products and services for people who otherwise could
not afford it. At the same time, GARN involves legal
implications (such as ownership of IP and responsibil-

ity for actions through GARN-available resources).
Further research is needed to better understand and
utilize the GARN phenomenon. While we have
applied a descriptive, qualitative focus here, it may
focus on such issues as the motivational and behavioral factors underlying GARN, the economic analysis of this model, and its legal implications.
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